The three-dimensional genome structure plays a fundamental role in gene regulation 
looping structure of chromatin we applied super-resolution microscopy iPALM to image a specific 23 chromatin loop in GM12878 cells. Totally, we have generated six images of the target chromatin 24 region at the single molecule resolution. To infer the chromatin structures from the captured 25 images, we modeled them as looping conformations using different computational algorithms and 26 then evaluated the models by comparing with Hi-C data to examine the concordance. The results 27 showed a good correlation between the imaging data and sequencing data, suggesting the 28
Introduction

32
How chromatin is organized in cell nucleus is a historically mysterious question. It is known that 33 DNA is packed in different levels to allow meters-long linear DNA to be condensed in micrometers- structures. Fortunately, super-resolution light microscopy has made it possible to achieve this goal. 59 Recently, stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM) has been used to image chromatin ChIA-PET chromatin contact data, which enabled us to resolve the very fine chromatin looping 66 structures within 33kb of DNA.
67
Results
68
The chromatin landscape and DNA FISH design of the target loop region 69 Hi-C and ChIA-PET contact data showed chromatin loops at various genomic loci and length scales.
70
As a target chromatin region we selected a 13kb long, high frequent Table 1 Table 1 . GM12878 CTCF ChIA-PET top five strongest loops. The iPALM target loop, highlighted by bold font, is the third strongest CTCF loop over the whole genome. The total CTCF loop number is 42297, and the average PET count is 32.8. The minimum PET count of loops is 4.
Chromosome
Start End Chromosome  Start  End  PET   chr15  22436211  22436212  chr15  22461064  22461065 5523  chrX  9963956  9963957  chrX  10087576  10087577 5239  chr14  23026053  23026054  23039387  23039388  chr14 2726  chr11  130305008 130305009  chr11  130732043 130732044 1644  chr12  57607189  57607190  chr12  57633076  57633077 1409 target region using sequencing data (Figure 1c) . To this end, we used multidimensional scaling 89 to estimate 3D chromatin structure of the loop region from Hi-C data. At the same time we Briefly, samples were imaged at 30-50ms exposure, under 3kW/cm 2 of 647nm laser excitation 100 and 100W/cm 2 405nm laser activation for 25,000 frames to capture blinking Atto647N molecules. To better understand the visualized structures, we reconstructed the single chromatin loop from RNAPII merged) and Hi-C, respectively. ChIA-PET loops (green for CTCF and blue for RNAPII) are also presented on top of the upper diagonal area of the both ChIA-PET and Hi-C contact maps. Balanced normalization was applied to contact maps, and three different resolutions were used, 10kb
(top row), 5kb (middle row), and 1kb (bottom row). The obtained structures were smoothed using cubic spline interpolation (Figure 2d,e,f,g ). Therefore, 133 we got four probable structure models for each image. We then measured the linear length of these 134 modeled structures ( Table 2) . Considering the probing density is in average of 10 fluorophore/kb, 135 we were able to resolve the "beads on string" chromatin structure with around 150 bp per unit. As 136 previously reported, the first level of DNA compaction from base pair backbone to histone modified 137 "beads on string" structure is about five to ten fold condensation in size (Felsenfeld and Groudine, 138 2003). Therefore, our 33kb target chromatin is estimated to be around 2244 nm to 4488 nm with 139 the first level "beads on string" structure. Compared with our modeled DNA length To evaluate iPALM image-driven models, we first compared the distance matrix from 3D model with 143
Hi-C contact matrix using 1kb resolution for 34kb length region (23,016,000 -23,050,000). use cubic splines. The degree limit is set to three. 295 We set a polynomial on interval [ , +1 ], and got the following conditions:
We chose cubic spline interpolation because it gives an interpolating polynomial that is smoother 296 and easier to compute than other methods. We used it to smooth structures modeled from iPALM 297 images. Three different scales over the target loop region are presented from the zoomed out view of 6.5Mb length (top row, Chr14: 20 -26.5Mb), 1.35Mb length (middle row, Chr14: 22.7 -24.05Mb), to the zoomed in view of 30Kb length (bottom row, Chr14: 23.018 -23.048Mb). The first column is the genome browser view of CTCF and RNAPII ChIA-PET loops and peaks with CCDs (CTCF-mediated chromatin contact domains). The second and third column are 2D contact maps of ChIA-PET (CTCF and RNAPII merged) and Hi-C, respectively. ChIA-PET loops (green for CTCF and blue for RNAPII) are also presented on top of the upper diagonal area of the both ChIA-PET and Hi-C contact maps.
Balanced normalization was applied to contact maps, and three different resolutions were used, 10kb (top row), 5kb (middle row), and 1kb (bottom row). . Image-driven 3D models, boxplots, and 3D scatter plots for four interaction groups (image 6).
